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Update: 2019/9/7 04:32 Read this world of Monster Hunter: Iceborne's guide to how to use Slinger. Including information on the best Slinger Ammo, Slinger features, and more. Check out the Beginner's Guide and Tips! Slinger Features and Controls Features Slinger Slinger is a unique tool in Monster
Hunter World that provides a variety of benefits in hunting. You can load pods into it to inflict damage, flash monsters, and even throw status effect knives that will hinder the monster's movement. Slinger controls how to load the pods on the ground Press ○ to pick up items of pods in loadout Click □ to
equip unequip How to shoot Sheathe weapon, click L2 to aim, then R2 shoot pod You can only shoot Slinger Ammo when your weapon shell. If you use Sword and Shield, you can shoot pods even if your weapons are unsheathed. Only one type of ammunition can be equipped you can only equip one
type of Slinger ammunition at a time. If you unequip or you run out of ammunition, this is the limit of what you can use. Equip Slinger Capacity Skill to carry more ammunition you will be able to carry more Slinger ammunition if you equip Slinger building skill. This increases the number of pods you can pick
up when they are dropped by monsters. Slingers can be used to attack monsters by equipping a type of ammunition and then shooting at a target. Depending on the type of ammunition you equip, you can realize status effects etc. Specific pods are effective against monsters Some Slinger pods in the
game are very effective against specific monsters. Hurricane can be toppled with Crystalburst when it is rolling and Elder Dragon aura can be reduced using dragon pods. Can be used when mounting a monster, when you have installed a monster, you can use Slinger pods to attack. This causes much
more damage than the simple thrust of the knife and facilitates the overthrow of the monster. Use Slinger to come back when knocked down If you have enough stamina, when a monster knocks you off while fixing, you can use Slinger to get back up the mountain. Don't forget to click on the hint button to
come back. Throw pods to get the attention of monster throwing stones and other things around the monsters will get your attention, so that's until you hit them directly. This is a great way to distract the monster when you lay traps or bombs. Swing around using a wedge of beetles Move the press L2 to the



target then press ○ attach to the Wedge Beetle Jump Press X while hanging from the beetle wedge you can use Slinger to get to the higher places in the monster hunter world by hanging on a wedge of beetles. You can also jump in a way that can lead to the monster mounting. Using Glider Mantle
airtime, which will allow you to take a better aim when jumping. Wedge beetles allow you to do jump attacks when you hang on the wedge beetle and then click the X button, you will jump and you can make a jump attack. As long as there are wedge beetles in the area, you can make a jump attack even if
there are no ledges. Travel through Wingdrakes You can also attach your Slinger on and use them for travel. If Wingdrake doesn't come down, you can use the stones to bring it to the ground. Activate environmental traps Slinger Ammo can be used to activate traps in the environment such as boulders,
grape traps, etc. They are very effective in capturing monsters so make sure to use them a lot. Most Slinger Ammo damage monsters, but some have special effects for specific monsters. Make sure to know which pods work best against what monsters are. Best Slinger Ammo Vs. Monster Ammunition
Effect Anjanath Puddle Pod Hit Head, when on fire to deal with the severe water damage Vaal Hazak Dragon Pod Realize Elderseal reduce Miasma Lavasioth Torch Pod softens magma-armor Lavasioth Uagaan Crystalburst Topples Monster while rolling Kirin Dragon Pod Implement Elderseal to reduce
Thunder Aura Kushala Daora Dragon Pod Implement Elderseheh reduce Wind Aura that it carries Jyuratodus Puddle Pod reduces dirt on the body of the monster Theostra Dragon Pod Implement Elderseal reduce the fire aura of the Great Girros Torch Pod drives from the surrounding Girros Toby
Kadachi Puddle Pod Reduces the charged auras Of Paolumu Brightmoss drops Paolumu on the ground when in flight Barroth Puddle Pod reduces dirt on the body of monster Radobaannut when in-flight Pink Rathian Brightmoss drops pink Rathian on the ground when in-flight Rathalos Brightmoss drops
Rathalos on the ground when in-flight Legiana Brightmoss drops Legiana on the ground when in-flight Shamos Brightmoss drives them off the vespoid area a stone body can be cut when a killed Hornetaur stone body can be cut. when they are dealt with a significant amount of damage. These pods are
unusual and very effective when used correctly. Slinger Ammo Monster Drops List Ammo Monster Piercing Pod - Odogaron - Kulu Ya Ku - Tzi-Tzi Ya Ku - Great Girros - Great Jagras - Toby Kadachi - Pukei-Pukei - Radobaan - Legiana Bomb Pod - Anjana Th - Rathian - Pink Rathian - Rathalos - Rathalos
- Azure Rathalos Slinger Thorne - Jyuratodus - Diablos - Paolumu - Barroth Dragon Pod - All Senior Dragons Item Effect Scatternut Spreads, When shot - can stun and surprise monsters Stone can be used to attack the monster Redpit The same effect ' use as stone Brightmoss can fall flying monsters
damage monsters Paralysis Knife Can cause paralysis on monsters Poison knife can cause poison on monsters Sleep Knife can cause sleep on monsters Bomb Pod Explosions when it lands on the target Slinger Thorn sticks for monsters - explodes when hit by Flash Pod Blind Monsters and can fall
flying monsters Screamer Pod Stuns monsters sensitive to the sound of Dung Pod Repels Dirt from Monsters Piercing Pod Pier through monster armor to damage World World with cartridges that can be collected for Slinger. Photo: Monster Hunter/YouTube The Slinger is a versatile and useful
weapon/tool that is easily overlooked in the world of monster hunters. It also has some important limitations. Here's what you need to know to make good use of your Slinger. Slinger is an automatic weapon tied to the left hand. You can use it whenever your weapon is a shell with one exception; It can be
used with an unsheathed sword and shield. Slinger works like all other range weapons; target with a left trigger and fire on the right side. Keep your eyes open for Slinger cartridges. Photo: Monster Hunter/YouTube Major Ammunition Slinger Ammunition is needlessly tricky. For the most part, the
ammunition is in the wild and cannot be held in your bag. There are two exceptions that I will get in the next section. Ammunition in Slinger is replaced when another type of ammunition is collected. The replacement munitions are surrendered and can be picked up and reloaded. You can see which
ammunition is loaded and how many shots are left at the bottom of the HUD. Changing ammunition is just a matter of finding it in the wild and harvesting. Keep in mind that if you load ammo that targets the weakness of the monster in the heat of battle, you will have to pick up the ammo you dropped, or
find another source to harvest if you want it back when the battle is over. There are many different types of ammunition to harvest. For example, stones and redpits do major damage and can be used to distract monsters. Scatternuts do heavier damage. Watermoss damages the water and can attract or
repel various monsters. Brightmoz illuminates the area. During combat, monsters sometimes drop different types of ammunition that can be picked up and used against them. Use torch pods to clean up the toxic fog. Photo: Monster Hunter/YouTube Ammo, which you can carry with you in your bag, you
can carry two types of manufactured Slinger cartridges in a bag, pods and knives. Knives like a sleep knife and a paralysis knife can be very useful, but they are not always available. One of the components you need to work out is knife-throwing with a knife and they can only be found in the supply field in
the camp. In addition, throwing knives cannot be moved back to base with you. So you can only craft knives when you are in the wild, and only if throwing knives happen to show up in the supply field. The pods can be manufactured when you are back on base and brought with you into the wild. Most of
them do different types of damage or, like Dung Pod, repel monsters. They can also be used to mix obstacles in the environment, like the Torch Pod in the picture above. If you carry pods or knives in your bag, you can upload them to the Slinger bar from the Item Bar in the bottom right to the bottom right
of the screen. If you their other type of ammunition, the ones you didn't use, will stay in your bag. A ride on the hook. Photo: Monster Hunter/YouTube The grappling hook The Slinger can also be used as a quality Hook. You can swing through the abyss, focusing on the glowing golden wedge of the beetle
and tapping the B. There's a wedge beetle you can use to practice located in the top left as you encounter targets in the training zone. When you climb, the hook can propel you up the wall faster. The hook can also be used to set monsters, move from one area to the monster to another, and quickly return
if you fall. If you hook up a small flying monster when it staggers, it will fly away and maim you with it. The Swiss army knife in your Slinger cargo is like a Swiss army knife in that it includes various weapons and tools. Some you can never use, some can come in handy once in a while, and you can use
some so often that you don't know what you'll do without them. And the guy next to you can use his Slinger in a completely different way. It's a very versatile tool. The Swiss analogy of an army knife falls apart when it comes to the actual use of Slinger. With a Swiss army knife you whip out the blade or
tool you want and you're good to go. With Slinger, you have to monkey around with what's in your bag that's not in the bag that you dropped, what you loaded, where to get more ammunition and so on. It may be pain, but it can also be a savior. If you're interested in Monster Hunter World, here are other
articles you might enjoy. Enjoy. monster hunter world stone vs redpit
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